
FOUNDED BY LOVE IN 2004

A LOVE 
STORY 

MADE IN 
CALIFORNIA

Melkon Khosrovian was inspired to create infused spirits 
that his fiancée, Litty Mathew, would find palatable—a tall 
task given that Litty loves to cook & is a food writer. 

Through relentless research & experimentation, the two began
to innovate the art of extracting & capturing clean, rich flavors 
from organic ingredients (chosen because they taste better). 
Legend of their kitchen concoctions grew among close 
friends & family, and in 2004, their passion led them to 
create Greenbar Distillery.



GREENBAR
DISTILLERY

TASTE THE LOVE
Founded in 2004, Greenbar Distillery is LA’s 
first since Prohibition and one of the first 
craft distilleries in the U.S. The distillery 
brings a new standard of flavor to spirits 
lovers by marrying classic and modern 
techniques with whole, organic ingredients. 
By capturing bright, nuanced flavor, you get 
drinks that deliver more joy in every sip. 

Best enjoyed on their own or with your 
favorite bites.



 

ORGANIC MEANS DEEPER FLAVOR
A joy to mix or sip, Greenbar Distillery spirits 
are for everyone seeking a higher level of taste 
& an easier way to make delicious cocktails. You 
have more ways to play, experiment & express 
cocktail ingenuity.

Flavor & creativity don’t have to come at an 
additional premium. Mix a great cocktail at 
a lower pour cost: these spirits require less 
time & additional ingredients.
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THE ORGANIC REVELATION
In the early days, Greenbar Distillery used 
conventionally grown produce to make its spirits
but after tasting the difference in a batch made 
with organic ingredients, the quality was obvious.
Organic ingredients are more aromatic & 
flavorful, directly translating into better-tasting 
spirits. We’ve been fully organic since 2008.

WHY DOES ORGANIC TASTE BETTER? 
When a plant grows organically without artificial 
fertilizers & pesticides, it encounters more biological
stress as it fights for survival. This creates stronger, 
healthier plants with higher levels of flavonoids & 
antioxidants, for intense flavors & aromas.



YOUR CHOICES MATTER

CULTURE OF
SUSTAINABILITY

Choosing Greenbar Distillery spirits makes a 
positive impact on the environment. Delicious, 
organic ingredients—those without chemicals 
that harm the earth—thrive in a healthy eco-system.
With this in mind, Greenbar Distillery uses light-weight 
glass, recycled materials, & plants a tree for every 
bottle you buy. These behind-the-scenes activities 
make Greenbar Distillery spirits radically carbon 
negative. You are a true hero!

ONE BOTTLE ONE TREE
One bottle creates 1-3 kg of pollution
One tree absorbs 790 kg of Co2 from the 
environment. Together, we’ve planted more than 
600,000 trees.
  

Trees are planted in Central America by: 



HELP SAVE THE WORLD

GET 
CARBON 

NEGATIVE
TODAY

Greenbar Distillery spirits are so environmentally 
friendly that anyone drinking a cocktail becomes 
carbon negative for the day. Enjoying a bottle 
equals two weeks of carbon negativity.

Now you can choose to drink better & drink 
to a better world!

{+}  121 lbs CO2
Your daily

carbon footprint *

{-}  137 lbs CO2
Your cocktail’s

carbon footprint **

+ =
{-}  16 lbs CO2

Your post-cocktail
carbon footprint

* The EPA’s Greenhouse Calculator (epa.gov)   |   ** Independent studies


